The precise fragmentation functions for c orb quark to Bc or B * c meson up to QCD next-toleading order (NLO) are derived. The QCD NLO corrections to the fragmentation functions and their renormalization are presented and the QCD NLO fragmentation functions are computed numerically. As an application, the QCD NLO fragmentation functions are tried to apply to computing the Bc and B * c production at Z-factory (an e + e − collider running at the energy of the Z-boson pole). The cross sections of the production, as results of the application of the QCD NLO fragmentation functions, are achieved and compared with those obtained by LO and NLO complete calculations.
case to represent both cases of B c and B * c to discuss the subject of the paper for lucidity and simple.
However, when the colliding center-of-mass energy is larger than the heavy quark mass and the terms in O(m 2 Q /s) can be neglected, according to the factorization formulation of pQCD, the production can be also calculated in terms of the fragmentation approach: dσ e + e − →Bc+X dz = i 1 z dy y dσ e + e − →i+X dy (y, µ F )
where z ≡ 2p · q/q 2 is the energy fraction; dσ e + e − →i+X , being the cross section (coefficient function) for the inclusive production of a parton i (i = c,b etc), can be calculated by QCD perturbatively; µ F denotes the factorization scale for the production; D i→Bc is the fragmentation function (decay function) from i parton into B c meson, which are universal for processes and can be extracted experimentally. The authors of refs. [7, 8] realized that the the production is calculable in terms of QCD factorization as shown in Eq.(1) and the leading order (LO) fragmentation functions can be extracted by comparing the Eqs.(1,2) so the fragmentation functions become theoretical calculable, and they are extracted by the authors of refs. [7, 8] successfully. The authors of ref. [9] applied the obtained fragmentation function to the production up to QCD leading logarithm approach (LLA) and made comparisons between their results and those obtained by the complete LO QCD approach, that help us to understand the two approaches deeper.
Since the fragmentation functions from i-quark to B c meson to the next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy cannot be extracted from the complete computation so straightforwardly, as those for the leading order (LO) ones, so to derive the fragmentation functions up to the next order (NLO), we must start with the definition given in ref. [10] . In the present paper we are doing so, although recently the total cross section and differential cross sections for the B c production at a Z-factory (an e + e − collider running at energies around the Z pole [11] ) were completed under the complete QCD NLO computation approach [12] . Moreover in the paper we try to apply the obtained NLO fragmentation functions to the production e + e − → Z/γ → B c (B * c ) + X and make comparisons with those obtained under the complete QCD NLO computation approach.
Note here that in refs. [13] [14] [15] [16] the NLO fragmentation functions for a gluon to heavy quarkonium have been derived, but the NLO ones for i-quark to B c meson, involving two different flavored heavy quarks so we would like to derive the precise NLO fragmentation functions, and they are quite different from the case for a gluon to heavy quarkonium case.
According to NRQCD, the fragmentation functions D i→Bc (i = c,b), which depict the hadronization and contain non-perturbative effects, whereas, can be factorized as follows:
where the first factor, d i→cb [n] , is of that the parton i generates a cb quark pair with matched quantum number n, and being of perturbative nature, it can be calculated by pertubative QCD (pQCD); the factor O Bc n , being of nonperturbative nature and called as the 'long-distance matrix elements', may be related to the wave functions at origin in potential model framework, or computed by lattice QCD. The nonperturbative factors are reduced from the functions of z (fragmentation fractions) to a few long-distance matrix elements O Bc n under the accuracy 1 . With the normalization 1 0 dzD i→Bc(B * c ) (z) = 1, the leading order (LO) D i→Bc , where i = c,b, were first obtained in ref. [7] . The LO fragmentation functions were extracted from the LO calculations of the processes Z → B c + b +c and Z → B * c + b +c with the approximation m Bc ≪ m Z . The subsequent calculations [8, 19] confirmed the results. The LO fragmentation functions for the production of the P-wave and D-wave excited states of the B c were calculated in Refs. [20] [21] [22] . So far there is no NLO calculation for these fragmentation functions D i→Bc (i = c,b). Thus, in the present paper, we devoted ourselves to calculating the QCD NLO corrections to D i→Bc (and D i→B * c ).
Since the fragmentation functions, D i→Bc (z, µ F ), where µ F is the factorization energy, generally contain the terms ln(µ F /m Q ), so in order to take into account the possible large logarithm terms properly, the fragmentation functions D i→Bc (z, µ F ) (µ F = O( √ s)) will be achieved by solving the DGLAP evolution equation [23] [24] [25] with D i→Bc (z, µ F 0 ) being the 'initial fragmentation function':
where P ij (y, α s (µ F )) are splitting functions for a quark into a quark 2 :
where C F = 4/3 for QCD and Pqq is equal to P. The paper is organized as follows: Following the Introduction, in Section II, we present the definition for fragmentation functions which is given by Collins and Soper [10] , and with the definition calculate the LO fragmentation functions for i → B c (B * c ) + · · · (i =b, c) precisely. In Section III, we describe the adopted method for calculating the virtual and real corrections to the fragmentation functions, and how to carry out the renormalization, so as to obtain the 'initial fragmentation function' D i→Bc(B * c ) (z, µ F 0 ). Then we present the numerical results for the fragmentation functions D i→Bc and D i→B * c up to QCD NLO accuracy. In Section IV, we apply the obtained QCD NLO fragmentation functions to the production of e + e − → B c (B * c ) + · · · at a Z-factory, and the results in comparison with those obtained by the complete QCD NLO calculations are presented. Section V is devoted to discussions and conclusion.
II. THE FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS

A. The definition of fragmentation functions
The fragmentation functions may be defined as the hadron matrix elements of certain quark-field operators and the light-cone coordinate is conventionally adopted. In light-cone coordinate a vector in d dimensional space-time 3 is represented as
The gauge invariant definition of the fragmentation functions for a quark Q fragmenting into a hadron H in d = 4 − 2ǫ dimensional space-time [10] is
where Ψ is the quark field, A µ a is the gluon field. P denotes path ordering, t a is the color matrix, z is the longitudinal momentum fraction z = P + /K + , and K is the momentum of the initial quark Q. The fragmentation functions are defined in the reference frame where the hadron H carries the momentum as
It is convenient to introduce a light-like vector n µ = (0, 1, 0 T ) in the reference frame where the fragmentation functions are defined. Then the plus component of a momentum p can be written as p + = p · n, and z = P · n/K · n additionally.
The definition [10] of fragmentation functions for an antiquarkQ into a hadron H is
According to the Feynman rules and the definition for the fragmentation functions Eqs. (6) and (7), the relevant Feynman diagrams can be drown: The left part to the cut line in the Feynman diagram corresponds to the right part of the definition, and the right part to the cut lies in the diagram corresponds to the left part of the definition which just is the complex conjugation of the left part. Note that for the fragmentation functions of an anti-quark into a hadron, the following rules as below:
• The vertex for a gluon line attaches to an eikonal line contributes a factor, ig s n µ t a ij , correspondingly where µ and a are the Lorentz index and color index of the gluon respectively.
• The eikonal propagator, which carries momentum q flowing from the operator to the cut side, correspondingly is iδ ij /(q · n + iǫ).
• The cut of final state eikonal line carrying momentum q contributes 2πδ(q · n).
and an overall factor N CS = z 1−2ǫ /8πN c from the definition should be taken into account. Whereas, the Feynman rules of the fragmentation functions of a quark into a hadron are the same as those in an anti-quark cases except that the color matrix for the eikonal-line-gluon vertex should be t 
B. LO fragmentation functions
To understand the definition Eqs. (6) and (7), and to present the conventions in the present paper, here we firstly derive the LO fragmentation functions, although the LO fragmentation functions D i→Bc and D i→B * c , where i = c,b, have been obtained in references through different approaches [7, 8, 19] .
In this section and the next one we will show the derivations of the fragmentation functions Db →Bc and Db →B * c from the definition Eqs.(6) and (7) . Whereas the fragmentation functions D c→Bc and D c→B * c can be derived in the same way and the results just are as those as Db →Bc and Db →B * c with the replacement m b ↔ m c , so we will not repeat derivation for them.
According to the factorization Eq.(3), as the first step, we derive the 'fragmentation functions' Db →cb [n] , with the di-quark cb states in the quantum numbers 1 S [1] 0 and 3 S [1] 1 , where the superscript ' [1] ' denotes in the color singlet. Then the second step is to derive the whole fragmentation functions for the B c and B * c , that the free diquark cb states are replaced by the NRQCD matrix elements, which depict to the B c and B * c meson being formed. Therefore, based on the definition Eqs. (6) and (7), there are four cut Feynman diagrams Fig.1 for the leading order (LO) fragmentation functions Db →cb [n] . The squared Feynman amplitudes 4 , corresponding to the four diagrams with 'cut', can be directly written as follows:
where p 11 and p 12 are the momenta of the c-quark and b-quark inside the cb pair and
here, M ≈ m b + m c is the mass of the cb pair. Π is the spin projector:
for the spin singlet;
for the spin triplet.Π is defined asΠ = γ 0 Π † γ 0 . The color-singlet projector is
where 1 is the unit matrix of the color SU c (3) group. Having taken Trs (traces), the squared amplitudes corresponding to the LO fragmentation functions can be written as follows:
where
2 is the invariant mass of the lowest (LO) final states (cb +c). The coefficients a i can be found in the Appendix A.
The differential phase space for the LO fragmentation functions can be written as dφ LO = dp
where the δ-function comes from the cut through the eikonal line. The integration over p + 2 can be carried out precisely due to the δ-function. The integrand does not depend on the angles of p 2⊥ , so the integration over the angles of p 2⊥ is trivial, and can be carried out too. Thus now the differential phase space is reduced to
The range of
The LO fragmentation functions can be represented as
The integration over s 1 can be carried out with Eq. (16) . To integrate over s 1 , we obtain:
Setting d = 4, we obtain:
and
here, the LO fragmentation functions for the (cb) states have been written as the factorization form, and in the order of α
with the normalization for the NRQCD matrix elements as that in ref. [2] .
1 ) denote the NRQCD matrix elements for the states (cb).
Thus 
where R S (0) is the radial wave function at the origin for the B c (B
The LO fragmentation functions D LŌ b→Bc (z) and D LŌ b→B * c (z) obtained here are exactly the same as the results obtained in refs. [7, 8] , although the authors in refs. [7, 8] In this section we will derive the NLO fragmentation functions from the definition Eqs. (6) and (7), and divide the NLO corrections into virtual corrections, real corrections, and renormalization for convenience.
A. The virtual NLO corrections
The virtual NLO corrections to the fragmentation functions Db →cb [n] come from the 'cut diagrams' with one loop on either side of the cut. Four typical cut diagrams for the virtual corrections are shown in Fig.2 . There are Coulomb divergences in the conventional matching procedure. These Coulomb divergences may be regularized by a small relative velocity v between thē b-quark and c-quark inside the produced cb pair. The Coulomb divergences also appear in the virtual corrections to the NRQCD matrix elements O
1 ) , while the NRQCD short-distance coefficients are free from the Coulomb divergences at all. However, in the dimensional regularization, there is an approach to avoid the divergence and to extract the NRQCD short-distance coefficients by using the so-called region method [27] . In the method, one may calculate the contributions from the hard region directly through expanding the relative momentum q of the cb pair before performing the loop integration, and in the lowest nonrelativistic approximation one just need to take q = 0 before the loop integration. Thus the Coulomb divergences, which come from the potential region, do not appear in the calculations of the fragmentation functions for the free cb states and the NRQCD matrix elements. Under this method, the NRQCD matrix elements O
1 ) at NLO are the same as the LO ones.
The squared amplitudes of the virtual corrections can be read off from the virtual-correction cut diagrams with the Feynman rules in Section II. The Dirac traces may be carried out by use of the Mathmatica packages FeynCalc [28, 29] and FeynCalcFormlink [30] . Then $Apart [31] and FIRE [32] are adopted to do the partial fraction and integration-by-parts (IBP) reduction. After the IBP reduction, all one-loop integrals in amplitudes are reduced to master integrals. The master integrals include the common scalar one-loop integrals(A 0 , B 0 and C 0 functions) and the scalar one-loop integrals with one eikonal propagator. The A 0 , B 0 and C 0 functions are calculated numerically by use of LoopTools [33] . The scalar one-loop integrals with one eikonal propagator can be calculated through the method introduced in the Appendix of ref. [13] .
The differential phase space for the virtual corrections is the same as that for the LO fragmentation functions. The virtual corrections to the fragmentation functions can be expressed as
where A virtual denotes the squared amplitudes for the virtual corrections.
B. The real NLO corrections
The real corrections to the fragmentation functions Db →cb [n] come from the fragmentation processes in which an additional gluon is emitted in comparison with the corresponding LO ones. We denote the momenta of the initial and final particles asb
). The cut diagrams can be obtained from the LO cut diagrams in Fig.1 by adding a gluon line crossing the cut and connecting two of the lines on each side of the cut. Four typical cut diagrams for the real corrections are shown in Fig.3 .
The differential phase space for the real corrections to the fragmentation functions can be written as
The real corrections to the fragmentation functions can be represented as
where A real denotes the squared amplitudes for the real corrections.
There are UV and IR divergences in the real corrections. These divergences come from the phase-space integration in the momentum of the final gluon p 3 , and yield UV and IR poles in ǫ in dimentional regularization. However, it is impractical to do the phase-space integration for A real analytically. We follow the strategy, which is used in ref. [13] , to calculate the real corrections to the fragmentation function D g→ηQ , to extract the UV and IR poles. Namely under this strategy, we construct the subtraction terms A S which have the same singularities as A real in the phase space, but the subtraction terms are simpler than A real , and can be integrated out over the phase space analytically. Then the real corrections can be expressed as
Therefore the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (30) is finite and can be calculated in 4-dimensional spacetime directly.
The UV divergences in the real corrections arise from the integrations over the phase-space region p 3⊥ → ∞. The IR divergences arise from the regions p + 3 → 0 and p 3 → 0. The squared amplitudes for the real corrections can be expressed as
where the Lorentz invariant parameters are defined as follows
Since we only consider the production of color-singlet Swave cb states, the 1/t 2 1 -terms cancel in A real [12] . The coefficients b i , c i , d i , g and h can be obtained from the squared real-correction amplitudes and the results are very lengthy, so we do not present them here. The integrals of the b i (i = 1, 2, 3) terms are UV and IR divergent, and yield double poles 
Now the subtraction terms can be constructed as follows
wheres is defined ass
One can check that the integration of (A real − A S ) over the phase space is finite in 4-spacetime dimensions. In order to extract the UV and IR poles in ǫ in the real corrections analytically, it is better to choose proper phase-space parameterizations for the terms in A S . Various phase-space parameterizations can be found in Appendix B.
To integrate the subtraction terms that contain s, we use the parametrization in Eq.(B10) for the differential phase space. The expression of the differential phase space in Eq.(B10) can be decomposed as
where the prefactor N LO (p 1 , p 2 ) is defined as
and dφ LO (p 1 , p 2 ) is defined as 
The range of y is from z to 1, the range of s 1 is from [M 2 /(z/y) − ym 2 c /(y − z)] to ∞ and the range of s is from s 1 /y to ∞.
Thus with Eqs.(36-39), we can obtain
The remaining integral in this equation does not generate poles in ǫ any more. We can also obtain
The integration over y will diverge if ǫ = 0 in the limit y → 1, and contribute an IR pole. In order to extract this IR pole, we use the plus prescription, where
Inserting Eq. (42) into Eq. (41), we obtain
where dφ LO is the LO differential phase space and its expression has been shown in Eq. (18) . The integration of the terms with coefficient c 2 (s 1 , z, y) over Ω 3⊥ is not trivial. We first calculate the integration of the vector p µ 3 over Ω 3⊥ . According to Lorentz invariance, this integral can be expressed as
We can determine the coefficients A and B by contracting both sides of Eq.(44) with n µ (and contracting with (p 1 + p 2 ) µ ). Then we obtain
where Ω ⊥ is the total transverse solid angle and 
Carrying out the integration over s, we obtain
The same method, to extract the poles from the subtraction terms involving s integration, can be used to extract the poles from the integrations on the s 2 and s 3 of the subtraction terms.
Precisely for the involving s 2 integration, we adopt the parametrization in Eq.(B13). The expression in (B13)
The
For the subtraction terms involving s 3 , the parametrization in Eq.(B16) is adopted and the expression for dφ (3) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) in the form of Eq. (36) is
The range of y and s 1 is the same as above. The range of s 3 is from r c (1
we can obtain
To integrate the subtraction terms which contain t 1 , we adopt the parametrization in Eq.(B23) for the differential phase space. The expression of the differential phase space in Eq.(B23) can be written as
where the prefactor N LO (p 1 ,p) is defined as
and dφ LO (p 1 ,p) is defined as
Then the expression of dφ (3) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) can be derived
The range ofs is from [M 2 /z − m 2 c /(1 − z)] to ∞, the range of u is from 0 to 1 and the range of t 1 is from (1/z − 1)M 2 u to ∞. After integrating over Ω 3⊥ , t 1 and u, we can obtain
For the subtraction terms which contain t 2 , the parametrization in Eq.(B24) is adopted and the expression for dφ (3) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) in the form of Eq.(57) is
The range ofs and u is the same as above. The range of t 2 is from u m 2 c /(1 − u) to ∞. Then we can obtain
Since the remaning integrals in these expressions do not generate poles in ǫ any more, so we can expand these expressions in powers of ǫ before performing the integration.
C. The renormalization
There are UV divergences remain after summing the contributions from virtual and real corrections, while they are removed by renormalization. We adopt the counterterm approach to carry out the renormalization, where the fragmentation functions are calculated with the renormalized coupling constant g s , the renormalized quark mass m and field Ψ r 5 , and the renormalized gluon field A µ r . The renormalized quantities are related to their corresponding bare quantities as
where Z i = 1 + δZ i , with i = g, m, 2, 3, are renormalization constants. The quantities δZ i are fixed by the precise definitions of the renormalized quantities. The definitions are taken as following: The renormalized quark field, quark mass and gluon field are definded in the onmass-shell scheme (OS), whereas the renormalized strong coupling constant g s is defined in the modified-minimalsubtraction scheme (MS). The expressions of the corresponding renormalization constants in this scheme are obtained as follows:
where µ R is the renormalization scale, β 0 = Obviously the NLO fragmentation functions defined as those in ref. [10] by operator products require renormalization [34] . We carry out the operator renormalization in the MS scheme. The expression of the counter terms for the operator products in this scheme is
where µ F is the factorization scale for the fragmentation functions, D
(z) denotes the LO fragmentation functions in d-dimensional space-time.
D. The numerical results
After the cancelation of poles in ǫ, the NLO contributions to the fragmentation functions can be obtained by summing the finite parts from virtual, real corrections and counter terms:
where i =b or c and D CTs i→Bc(B * c ) denotes the counter terms. The integrations over phase space are performed numerically with the help of Vegas [35] .
The necessary input parameters in the numerical calculations are taken as follows:
where the value of |R S (0)| 2 is taken from the potentialmodel calculations [36] . For strong coupling constant, we adopt the two-loop formula: Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively. In order to avoid large logarithms of the form ln(µ F 0 /m Q ) appear in higher-order corrections, it will be better to set the 'initial factorization scale' µ F 0 being O(m Q ). Namely here we set the 'initial factorization scale' µ F 0 to be m b + 2m c , which is the minimum invariant mass of the initial off-shellbquark. Since the renormalization scale µ R may be different from the factorization scale µ F . Therefore we may adopt one of the two typical physical scales involved in these fragmenting processes as the renormalization scale: One is the minimum invariant mass of the virtual gluon in Fig.1, i. e., µ R = 2m c , and the other one is the minimum invariant mass of the initial off-shellb-quark, which is the same as the initial factorization scale µ F 0 = m b + 2m c .
From the two figures, one can see that the QCD NLO corrections are quite large when µ R = 2m c or µ R = m b + 2m c . The maximum points of the fragmentation functions have been shifted to smaller values of z after including the NLO corrections. The NLO fragmentation functions are negative near z = 0. This is not a trouble, because the fragmentation functions need to be convoluted with partonic cross sections to give experimentally measurable cross sections. Moreover, the fragmentation functions are scheme and scale dependent, and the fragmentation functions obtained in the presented paper are defined in the M S scheme.
There are two useful quantities can be easily extracted from the numerical results of the fragmentation functions. One is the fragmentation probability(P ), and the other is the average value( z ) of z. They are defined as follows:
where D(z) denotes an initial fragmentation function.
The numerical results are presented in Tables I and II . From these two tables, one can see that the NLO corrections to the fragmentation probabilities are significant under two choices of the renormalization scale. However, the average values z only change very little after considering QCD NLO corrections. The fragmentation functions at a large factorization scale (i.e., µ F ≫ m Q ) can be obtained from the initial fragmentation functions (i.e., µ F 0 ∼ m Q ) by solving the DGLAP evolution equation. The initial fragmentation 
s , which are the same order in α s as the QCD NLO corrections to Db →Bc (z, µ F 0 ) and Db →B * c (z, µ F 0 ). They contribute to Db →Bc (z, µ F ) and Db →B * c (z, µ F ) through DGLAP evolution with the splitting function Pb g . However, we should note that in order to produce the B c from a gluon, there are two heavy-quark pairs need to be created. Thus, we assume that the fragmentation probabilities for g → B c and g → B * c can be neglected at the intial scale µ F 0 = m b +2m c , which is less than the threshold of producing a B c from a gluon. In addition, there are induced gluon fragmentation functions D g→Bc (z, µ F ) and D g→B * c (z, µ F ) through the DGLAP evolution with the splitting function P gb , and they can be represented as P gb ⊗ Db →Bc and P gb ⊗ Db →B * c . These induced gluon fragmentation functions will be important at a very large scale, because they are of order α 3 s ln(µ F /m Q ) [38, 39] . For simplicity, we do not intend to calculate these induced gluon fragmentation functions in this work.
We adopt the approximate method introduced in ref. [40] to solve the DGLAP evolution equation. The related formulas for this method can also be found in ref. [4] . The fragmentation functions with µ F = m Z are shown in Figs.8 and 9 . Here, the renormalization scale and initial factorization scale of the initial fragmentation functions are set to the minimum invariant mass of the initial fragmentating quark, i.e., The production of the B c and B * c at a Z-factory is the simplest case where only the fragmentation frombquark and c-quark should be considered, while the fragmentation from light quarks and gluon, being high order processes, should not be considered, moreover the production is a typical process for doubly heavy hadron production at a Z-factory, that can be a reference to consider the doubly heavy hadron production at a Z-factory, thus here we try to apply the QCD NLO fragmentation functions to the production of the B c and B * c at a Z-factory.
A. Cross sections of partonic production
In this section, we apply the obtained fragmentation functions to calculating the differential cross sections for the production of the B c and B * c at a Z-factory by use of the factorization formula Eq. (2) .
Based on QCD factorization Eq.(2), for the differential cross sections of B c and B * c production we need to calculate the relevant 'coefficient functions' dσ e + e − →i+X /dy (i =b, c). Since up to QCD NLO accuracy, so only the contributions fromb-quark and c-quark fragmentation need to be considered. For the B c or B * c production at a Z-factory, the contributions from c-quark fragmentation are smaller than those fromb-quark fragmentation roughly by two orders of magnitude. Thus, we consider the contributions only fromb-quark fragmentation in this section. Obviously here in this approach, the 'coefficient function', dσ e + e − →b+X /dy, needs to be calculated up to NLO.
Since the 'coefficient function' dσ e + e − →b+X /dy is independent of the produced hadrons, the 'coefficient function' can be determined by using the factorization formula for an on-shellb-quark being produced [41] . For the determination, an on-shellb-quark being produced can be written as
where D j→b denotes the fragmentation function of a parton j into ab-quark, and the function can be calculated in terms of its relevant operator definition. In order to make the calculations consistent, the operator renormalization of D j→b should be carried out in the M S scheme. dσ e + e − →b+X /dz can be calculated from Feynman diagrams. Up to O(α s ) accuracy, we have . With this formula, the coefficient function can be calculated.
Since the coefficient function dσ e + e − →b+X /dy is an infrared safe quantity, we can set m b to zero in the coefficient function and gives an error that is O(m 2 b /s). Moreover, the coefficient function with the massless limit can be calculated through Eq.(80) with m b = 0 from the begining. The coefficient function with massless limit defined in the M S scheme can be found in refs. [42, 43] . When the centre mass energy is √ s, up to QCD NLO accuracy, the coefficient function forb-quark is
where σ LO e + e − →bb is the LO cross section for the bb production with massless limit m b → 0. The function C(y) is
Now having the 'coefficient function' dσ N LO e + e − →b+X /dy and the fragmentation functions obtained in above sections, the QCD NLO differential cross sections for the B c (B * c ) production can be calculated under the fragmentation approach up to QCD NLO accuracy. Here we take two choices for the energy scale to calculate the differential cross sections under the approach, and we denote them as 'LP0' and 'LP'(leading power in m 2 Q /s) respectively. For 'LP0', the differential cross sections are calculated by
where the factorization and renormalization scales are set as µ F 0 = µ R = m b + 2m c , namely dσ 
where the factorization and renormalization are set as µ F = µ R = m Z . Namely the fragmentation functions (z, µ F 0 = m b + 2m c , µ R = m b + 2m c ) and shown in Fig.8 .
B. Numerical results
The differential cross sections dσ/dz for the production of the B c and B numerically with the Eqs. (83,84) , where the QCD NLO fragmentation functions and the coefficient function are used. For the numerical calculations the additional and relevant input parameters are taken as follows:
where α = α(m Z ) is the electromagnetic coupling constant renormalized at m Z . The differential cross sections dσ/dz for the production of B c and B * c meson at the Z pole are presented in Fig.10 and Fig.11 , where the contributions from the γ exchange and the γ − Z interference are neglected due to that they are much small in comparison with the contributions from the Z exchange at the Z pole [12] . In the figures, 'LO' and 'NLO' denote the results of the complete LO and NLO calculations respectively, 'LP'(leading power in m It is interesting to compare the total cross sections for the production of the B c and B * c from the fragmentation approach with those from the complete LO and NLO calculations. The total cross sections from the fragmen- 6 Here in order to maintain compatibility with the results of the fragmentation calculations, for the complete NLO calculations we adopt the renormalization scale µ R = m b + 2mc, although the complete NLO results in our previous paper [12] are those with the renormalization at µ R = 2m b . tation approach can be computed through
here
The obtained total cross sections are presented in Table  V . From the table one can see that the fragmentation approach provides a good approximation to the total cross sections for the production of the B c and B * c at the Z pole up to QCD NLO. 
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper by means of the general operator definition of the fragmentation functions we derive the fragmentation functions forb or c quark fragmenting to the B c and B * c in LO and QCD NLO precisely, and their figures are presented in terms of numerical calculations with reliable parameters.
In the NLO 'real corrections' for the fragmentation functions there is a difficulty in extracting the singularities precisely. The trick to overcome the difficulty is that certain proper subtraction terms are constructed, which contain the same singularities in the pole 1/ǫ exactly as those in the real corrections with the dimensional regularization, but can be computed almost analytically (see Eq.(30),Eq.(31),Eq.(33)), then with the constructed auxiliary terms being subtractions, the singular and finite contributions from the real corrections can be well separated and the requested finite contributions can be precisely calculated out numerically. Note here that the integrations in the subtraction terms over the phase space are carried out under suitable parameterizations, which are very similar to those introduced in ref. [13] , and the expressions for the subtraction terms and the phase-space parameterizations may be useful in calculating the QCD NLO real corrections for the other fragmentation functions.
Moreover the definition of the factorization scale µ F and the renormalization scale µ R is very distinct in QCD NLO corrections for the fragmentation functions, thus one may set them equal to each other or different from each other according to convenience. Here as a typical case, the '(initial) factorization scale' is set as µ F 0 = m b + 2m c for the QCD NLO 'initial fragmentation functions' is highlighted, and the results show that the NLO corrections are significant with two possible choices of the renormalization scale. The fragmentation functions with the factorization as µ F = m Z can be achieved in terms of solving the DGLAP evolution equation. The solution of DGLAP evolution equation shifts the average value of the energy fraction z to a smaller value.
Finally, the production of the B c and B * c at a Z-factory is the simplest case where only the fragmentation from b-quark and c-quark should be considered and the production is a typical process for doubly heavy hadron production at a Z-factory, that can be a reference to consider the doubly heavy hadron production at a Z-factory, we apply the obtained QCD NLO fragmentation functions to the production of the B c and B * c at a Z-factory, and the results are presented in Figs.10,11 . From the figures, one can see that the curves from the fragmentation approach without the DGLAP evolution are very close to the corresponding curves from the complete NLO calculations. Compared with the complete NLO results, some non-leading power contributions which are of O(m 2 Q /s) and the c-quark fragmentation contribution are neglected but part of the NNLO contributions are contained in the 'LP0' results. Thus, it means that these neglected contributions in the 'LP0' results are small for the production of the B c and B * c at a Z-factory, and the fragmentation approach can give a good approximation to the complete fixed-order calculations up to QCD NLO. From these two figures the effects of summing the leading logarithms of √ s/(m b + 2m c ), √ s = m Z , the difference between the results of LP and LP0, can be seen too, i.e. having the leading logarithms being summed, the z distributions become softer. Whereas, the effects of the DGLAP evolution for the NLO calculations is not so large as those in the LO case [4] , it is because that the complete NLO calculations have contained the first term of the leading logarithms, while in the calculations the effects of the DGLAP evolution are summation of all the leading logarithms appear in the high order corrections.
The physical picture of the application for the production of B c and B * c at a Z-factory can be sketched as follows:b-quarks and c-quarks are produced at high energy √ s = m Z ) first, and then the producedb-quarks or c-quarks by emitting real and virtual gluons (quarks) evolute to the lower invariant mass (O(m Q )) and are hadronized into B c and B * c meson; so the 'LP' calculation: the initial fragmentation functions Db →Bc(B * c ) are calculated at a lower factorization scale µ F 0 = m b + 2m c , then the fragmentation functions at µ F = m Z are obtained through solving the DGLAP evolution equation, the coefficient function is calculated at µ F = m Z etc, dictates the the physical picture well and has more solid QCD foundation.
